A model of the cerebellum in adaptive control of saccadic gain. I. The model and its biological substrate.
We review data showing that the cerebellum is required for adaptation of saccadic gain to repeated presentations of dual-step visual targets and thus, presumably, for providing adaptive corrections for the brainstem saccade generator in response to any error created by the open-loop saccadic system. We model the adaptability of the system in terms of plasticity of synapses from parallel fibers to Purkinje cells in cerebellar cortex, stressing the integration of cerebellar cortex and nuclei in microzones as the units for correction of motor pattern generators. We propose a model of the inferior olive as an error detector, and use a 'window of eligibility' to insure that error signals that elicit a corrective movement are used to adjust the original movement, not the secondary movement. In a companion paper we simulate this large, realistic network of neural-like units to study the complex spatiotemporal behavior of neuronal subpopulations implicated in the control and adaptation of saccades.